Medical Spanish Online
About this course
This course is structured in units, each one
revolving on a topic related to the physicianpatient interaction. Each unit contains
grammar, vocabulary, the dynamics of the
spoken interaction, and aspects of
sociocultural relevance given by the instructor.
Our lessons are virtual classes where you are supposed to reflect,
complete activities, and do extra practice (homework). It is
important that you complete the lessons sequentially, as they build
upon each other.
The online course can be taken as individual classes or in small
groups (in case of similar levels).
Why learn medical Spanish?
Because it makes a huge difference
connecting with your Spanish patients
in their language, even if you only know
basic medical Spanish phrases.
Additionally, there are more reasons to
learn medical Spanish:
First of all, you can physically see the sighs of relief when you use
your medical Spanish with patients to establish a positive rapport
and understand their situation.
Secondly, you have more confidence and insight on patient
conversations when using your interpreters because you know
some basic medical Spanish and common medical Spanish phrases
for high frequency ideas that you need to communicate.
Additionally, many nursing jobs prefer candidates with some level
of bilingualism, and most nursing schools don’t have space in their
schedules to provide medical Spanish courses.

Teachers & Methodology
All of our teachers are certified native
instructors of the language that they
teach. You will learn how to speak a
language the way it is actually spoken.
Our objective is to take full advantage of
the different pedagogical principles for Spanish language education.
This way, our methodology combines the latest strategies and
methods (process and communicative approaches) with the more
traditional ones that have proven to be efficient over many years
(formal and functional approaches).
Learning a language is not only about learning grammar and
vocabulary, but requires students to be able to put into practice
their knowledge in different real-life situations. This also motivates
our choice to integrate specific cultural contents (particularly the
Argentine and Latin-American one) into the learning process.
Our Team
Our team is composed of highly experienced professionals who are
eager to offer our students an exceptional online learning
experience. Our Spanish teachers are extremely engaging and fun
to learn medical Spanish with, so our courses are low-stress and
high-impact.
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